Abstract-Polarization converters based on metamaterial have broad application in imaging, sensing and communication from microwave to optical frequency. However, its performance is limited by single function and narrowband. In this paper, a new type of polarization converter based on square loop shaped metamaterial has been presented. It works in the reflection mode to achieve broadband polarization conversion for both circular and x/y linear polarization waves. The incident linearly polarized wave will be converted to its cross-polarized state with a polarization conversion ratio (PCR) lager than 0.9 in two distinct broad frequency ranges; on the other hand, circularly polarized wave will be reflected to its co-polarized state efficiently in the same spectrum regimes. Good agreements have been observed for both simulation and measurement results. This work offers a further step in developing high performance multi-function microwave or optical devices.
INTRODUCTION
Metamaterial (MM), first known as a left-handed material proposed by Veselago in 1968 [1] , has exhibited unique EM properties unavailable in nature, such as negative refraction [2, 3] , invisible cloaking [4, 5] , biosensing [6, 7] . Except these novel applications, MMs have recently been proposed to manipulate polarization states of EM waves [8] [9] [10] [11] . Polarization is an ever present issue for achieving full control over electromagnetic (EM) wave propagation [12] . Polarization state can not only represent an intrinsic feature of EM waves, but also offer an extra degree of freedom to manipulate EM waves for various applications. In order to realize such control, it is necessary to create devices that allow 0 to 2π phase modulation and/or devices that allow controlling the amplitude of EM waves [13] . Conventional polarization conversion is realized using optical gratings and birefringent materials such as crystalline solids and liquid crystals [14, 15] . The propagation length in these traditional materials is much larger than the wavelength, which results in a bulky volume, thus it prevents the converter from being integrated into micro-optical systems. Recently, many anisotropic or chiral MM-based structures have been applied to manipulate polarizations of EM waves from microwave to optical frequency regimes [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Single function linear or circular polarizers have also been demonstrated by using well designed metamaterial unit cells [21] [22] [23] [24] . However, to meet the requirement of practical potential applications, the currently available designs should have multiple-function, broad bandwidth and easily fabricated unit cell geometry.
In this paper, a dual-broadband linear polarization conversion using planar MM consisting of very simple inclined metal rectangle loop arrays is presented. The linearly polarized wave can be reflected to its cross-polarized wave when EM wave is normally incident to the designed MM; meanwhile, the reflect wave of circularly polarized incidence will maintain its polarization state due to the unique symmetric design. High polarization conversion ratio larger than 0.9 is obtained for both linear and circular polarizations in the two independent frequency bands. The proposed MM has an uncomplicated geometry but wide bandwidths compared with previous designs [25] [26] [27] [28] , and can be used in applications such as antenna radome, remote sensors and radiometer. Figure 1 depicts the perspective view of the unit cell structure and part of a photograph of the measured sample. The unit cell is composed of a simple inclined metallic rectangular loop on the top of an FR4 substrate which is grounded by copper layers. Dielectric constant of the FR4 substrate is 4.4, its dielectric loss tangent 0.025, and the thickness of the substrate 3.0 mm. The electric conductivity of the copper grounding layer is set to σ = 5.8 × 10 7 S/m. The dimensions of the MM unit have been optimized to ensure that the MM-based polarizer can have a wide working frequency band. The optimized geometric parameters of the unit cell are: p = 11 mm, L = 10 mm, W = 3.1 mm, G = 0.9 mm, H = 7.8 mm. The simulations were accomplished via the commercial software CST Microwave Studio, which utilizes a finite integration technique and Floquet mode analysis to resolve the frequency response of periodical structure. In simulations, the unit cell boundary conditions were applied in the x and y directions, and open boundary conditions were used in the z direction. Experiments have also been done to test the polarization rotation behavior of the fabricated sample. Without loss of generality, the fabricated sample of the polarization convertor consists of 20 × 20 unit cells which is stamped on a printed circuit board (PCB). A vector network analyzer (Agilent E8362B) and a pair of stand gain broadband horn antennas are used to measure the reflection coefficient from the sample in an anechoic chamber. Two horns are connected to the vector network analyzer via cables, and the designed MMs are placed in front of the horns. To measure the polarization conversion performance for linear incidence wave, horn 1 is fixed with horizontal polarization in order to emit x-polarized incident waves which will be reflected by the MM, and horn 2 is placed with vertical polarization and horizontal polarization to obtain reflective coefficients r xx and r yx , respectively. The reflection coefficients for CP wave can be measured in a similar manner. In order to obtain more accurate measurement result, the reflection from a metal plate without the polarizer is used for normalization.
SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Because of the symmetry of the structure along x and y axes, the complex co-and cross-polarized reflective coefficients will not change when the incident wave is x-or y-polarized. Thus, Fig. 2 only shows the simulated and experimental results for an incident x-polarized wave. The transmission of the proposed MM is zero because the copper layer is introduced beneath the structure. r ij refers to the complex amplitude (linear amplitude) of the i-polarized component of the reflected wave when a j-polarized wave incidence with unit power, where the subscripts i and j can be x or y. Fig. 2(a) shows the simulated and experimental linear polarization reflection spectra of cross-polarization |r yx | and copolarization |r xx | in the frequency range of 4-17 GHz. From Fig. 2(a) , the simulated cross-polarization In the same way, the circularly polarized wave conversion can be defined as follows:
The simulated and experimental results for circular polarization is portrayed in Fig. 3 . From  Fig. 3(a) , we notice that the simulated co-polarization reflectance |r ++ | is larger than 0.8, while the cross-polarization reflectance |r −+ | is less than 0.30 at the frequency ranges of 5.50-8.94 GHz and 13.10-15.50 GHz. The simulated and experimental results of PCR are also illustrated in Fig. 3(b) . PCR of circular polarization is larger than 0.9 in the frequency ranges of 5.70-8.62 GHz and 13.30-15.70 GHz. Compared to the numerical and experimental results, slight frequency discrepancies occur. We attribute such minor differences to fabrication tolerance as well as the dielectric board material whose actual dielectric constant is slightly different from the value used in the simulations. In the experiment, the angle between emitting and receiving antennas is about 5 • , while the condition of vertical incidence is used in the simulations, which cannot be neglected.
The polarization conversion efficiency here is ascribed to the superposition of the partial crosspolarized (co-polarized) reflected fields within the Fabry-Perot-like cavity formed by the bottom copper plane and the topmost rectangular structure array, resulting in constructive (destructive) interference and nearly unity (zero) cross-polarized (co-polarized) reflection [26, 29] . In addition, to better understand the physical mechanism of linear polarization conversion, we take the x-polarized incident EM wave (E ix ) as an example and decompose it into two perpendicular components (E iu and E iv ) to study the corresponding reflection response [30] , shown in Fig. 4(a) . Consider the normal incidence for simplicity, suppose that the incident and reflected waves are given by [26] :
and the phase difference of the reflection for the incident wave polarized along the u-and v-axes can be described by Δϕ uv = ϕ uu − ϕ vv . The simulated reflection amplitude and phase with polarization along u-and v-axis are shown in Fig. 4 . From Fig. 4(a) , it can be seen that the reflection amplitudes in u-and v-axes directions are close to unity while the phase difference is about −π(π) throughout the wavelength range where the linear polarization conversion occurs, which will lead to a 90 • polarization rotation when EM wave is incident with polarization along the x-or y-axes of the MM.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have proposed a simple structured MM to provide double-broadband polarization conversion. The proposed MM can convert a linearly polarized wave to its cross-polarized wave and circularly polarized wave to its co-polarized wave with high polarization conversion ratio larger than 0.9 in two different bands. The polarization conversion mechanism can be interpreted through analyzing the amplitude and phase variation between the incident and reflected waves. Experimental results coincide with the numerical simulations. The proposed simple geometrical MM-based polarizer is quite useful in designing novel high performance polarimetric devices for potential applications.
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